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Making proper randomness 

Abstract-----  Random number generation is an indispensable technology for secure communications. We 
developed a random number generator that utilizes the irregular fluctuations of a semiconductor laser 
output as the randomness source, thus achieving a gigabit per second generation rate. In addition to their 
lack of bias, the unpredictability of generated random numbers is of crucial importance for ultimate 
security. We therefore verify experimentally that our random number generator work in accordance with the 
theory explaining the origin of its unpredictability. Our research aims to extend the applicability of our 
system in a secure information and communication service environment by establishing a solid basis 
guaranteeing the quality of generated random numbers.  
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Physical random numbers generated by laser light 

Microscopic noise 
Not directly measurable 

Rapid amplification by 
unstable laser dynamics 

Macroscopic irregular signal 
Measurable randomness 

Mechanism for generating 
random numbers 

Experimental verification of the 
noise amplification mechanism 
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Laser chaos acts as an efficient 
amplifier of microscopic noises! Unstable 

Even if the laser dynamics is made 
unstable by the same parameter change 
from an identical stable macroscopic 
state, it behaves rather differently after a 
short transient of nano-second order. 

Random 
numbers 

Generation rate ～ Gbps 

Intensity fluctuation 

Semiconductor laser with optical feedback 

Parameter change 
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